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ABSTRACT
For discrete equations of motion with acyclic equality constraints and within the context of
the null-space method, an original Algorithm is introduced. By first permuting and then
topologically ordering the degrees-of-freedom in the constraint gradient matrix, the saddle
point problem can be solved with a sparse triangular system for the constraint equations. In
this work, we show that saddle problems resulting from constrained (nonlinear) mechanical
problems can always be set in this form, with constraint pivots being selected a priori.
Given n discrete motion equations and m equality constraints, the original square sparse
ðnþmÞ2 system is replaced by a sparse system ðn�mÞ2 and a sparse triangular solve with
m2 coefficients and n – m right-hand sides. This triangular solve, which involves three sparse
matrices (in existing literature only two of the three matrices are sparse), is here discussed
in detail. Seven sparse operations are addressed (five standard and two nonstandard) in
addition to some specific ad-hoc operations. Algorithms, source code and examples are pre-
sented in this work.
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1. Introduction

According to the form of contribution to the force
vector and Jacobian matrix (in quasi-statics, the con-
sistent stiffness matrix), discretizations of continuum
engineering problems generate constituents belonging
to two classes: additive (finite and meshless elements
including loading, contact elements, and other smooth
and nonsmooth force elements) and multiplicative
(certain equality constraints, master-slave relations,
rigid parts, and arc-length constraints). This classifica-
tion leaves room for some overlapping, and a rational
choice can be made on grounds of efficiency. It is also
worth noting that general nonlinear equality con-
straints contribute both additively and multiplicatively
to the force vector and Jacobian matrix.

Combinations of finite elements and rigid-body
regions (rigidity is enforced by master-slave relations)
are highly relevant in current multiphysics simula-
tions. For example, when a full thermo-mechanical
analysis is performed and it is not time-efficient to
consider the deformation of certain parts of the
domain, but a full heat conduction simulation is

required, these parts can be made rigid by using mas-
ter-slave relations.

Specific formulations of many of such constituents
are provided in the book by Belytschko et al. [1] and
in many papers, see e.g. [2]. Details concerning the
solution of problems resulting from systematic cre-
ation and combination of new constituents (made
possible with tools such as Mathematica [3] with the
AceGen add-on [4]), has not been shown with
Algorithmic depth in the literature. A systematization
of the technical implementation of models of mechan-
ics, in the sense of Klarbring [5], 1 after discretization,
is the aim of this work. This perspective is shared by
the governing equations, constraints and solu-
tion methods.

Although a comprehensive solution is introduced
in this work, contributions by other groups deserve
mentioning. A preliminary work was shown in the
papers by Abel and Shephard [6] and [7], but it did
not include dependence between constraints.
Ainsworth [8] generalized this approach and showed
the demand for constraint ordering. In Chow et al.
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[9], the Authors extended previous works, but without
topologically ordering the constraints. In [10], a linear
iterative solver is adopted with the projection method
(see, e.g. [11]). Recently in [2] and [12], the Authors
have performed the operations at the clique level.
Notwithstanding, for more general constraints, a com-
plete sparse formulation was found to be preferable,
and this is the approach of the present work. Our pre-
sent Algorithm internally reorders the constraints.

By using direct methods for indefinite sparse matri-
ces, the full saddle-point problem could in theory be
solved monolithically. However, for large number of
constraints, this can be uneconomical if a direct sparse
solver is adopted (see, e.g. [13]). Essential boundary
conditions are a good example of the effectiveness of
multiplicative components used in many commercial
and academic codes.2 The same applies to rod and
shell parametrization: director inextensibility is
imposed with multiplicative constituents (at the con-
tinuum level by coordinate transformation, see, e.g.
Antman [14] and [15]).

We here are concerned in imposing nodal trajecto-
ries, rigid body constraints and more complex interac-
tions such as frictional contact. Generality is limited
by the resulting DOF graph, as we shall see, but also
the well-posedness of the resulting discrete system
(dependent on the values of the coefficients).

Contact and friction constituents, which introduce
complementarity conditions are adequately treated
with additive elements since they are often part of a
active-set Algorithm. Other behavior, such as rigid
motion, kinematic links, periodicity boundary condi-
tions (see, e.g. [16] for such an application) are best
treated with the methods herein described. In the con-
text of multibody dynamics, these methods are also
known as coordinate reduction methods [17] and [18].
These techniques have been increasingly relevant in
recent years for unit cell analysis in multiscale meth-
odologies. Another obvious application is static con-
densation, very convenient for mixed and hybrid FE
element technology and also nodeless degrees of free-
dom. The presence of “condensable” degree-of-free-
dom should be detected by the solver prior to
decomposition and the subsequent postprocessing of
slave degrees-of-freedom must be effected without
user intervention. Static condensation of the nodeless
degrees of freedom is simple to program and can pro-
vide substantial savings [19]. In this context, efficient
methods are available for iterative sparse linear solvers
[20] since the transformation matrix (Z in our

notation) can premultiply the iterative solution, allow-
ing considerable savings. From an applied
Mathematics perspective, a in-depth review is pro-
vided by Benzi et al. [11].

Our aim here is to provide a complete solution (algo-
rithm and software) to prototype problems. We assess
the software with a rigid-body constraint in 3D within a
visco-plasticity medium of magma with olivine.

2. Constrained dynamic systems

We consider t 2 R
þ
0 as the time when inertia is pre-

sent or pseudo-time in quasi-statics and q 2 R
n as the

unconstrained degree-of-freedom vector. In addition,
q_¼ dq

�
dt and q€¼ d q_

�
dt . A n�dimensional dynamic

system established by the €odiscrete equations of
motion:

r q; q_; q€; tð Þ ¼ 0 (1)

subject to a set of m equality constraints3

g q; q_; tð Þ ¼ 0 (2)

The combination of (1) and (2) in discrete form is:

dq � r q; q_; q€; tð Þ ¼ 0
g q; q_; tð Þ ¼ 0

(3)

with dq belonging to the null space of the constraint
gradients

rg � dq|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
dg

¼ 0 (4)

where r is the gradient with respect to q including the
dependence on q_ and q€. Enforced property (4) can be
interpreted as a filter of certain equations in r which are
then replaced by equations in g. An example appears in
the linear finite element literature where essential
boundary conditions are often applied by removing
rows and columns of the stiffness matrix.

A relation with classical notation for the mass
matrix M can be established from (1): M ¼ @r

�
@ q€. We

now make use of a general form of integration for a
given time step k such that velocity and acceleration
variations are related to displacement variations: d q_�
c _qdq and d q€¼ c€qdq. For completeness (and the start-
ing procedure, as will become apparent) we also intro-
duce dq ¼ cqdq. Using a set of Lagrange multipliers
k 2 R

m, we can combine (1) and (2) as:

dq � r q; q_; q€; tð Þ�dg q; q_; tð Þ � k ¼ 0 (5)

2usually, the affected coefficients are implicitly multiplied by zero, which
is equivalent to the removal of the equations as will become apparent

3discrete forms of essential boundary conditions, rigid body
constraints, etc.
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dk � g q; q_; tð Þ ¼ 0 (6)

Omitting the arguments of r and g, Newton iteration
on (5–6) provides:

rr�k � r2g|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
K

�rgT

�rg|ffl{zffl}
B

0

2
6664

3
7775 Dq

Dk

� �
¼

�r þ k � rg|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
f k
g

)8<
:

(7)
where:

rr ¼ cqrqr þ c _qr _qr þ c€qr€qr (8)

and
rg ¼ cqrqg þ c _qr _qg (9)

r2g ¼ c2qr2
qg þ 2cqc _qr2

q _qg þ c _q2r2
_q _qg (10)

In most problems it is preferable to move the term k �
rg to the left-hand side, resulting as:

K �rgT
�rg 0

� �
Dq
k

� �
¼

�r|{z}
f
g

)8<
: (11)

This system can be in the quadratic programing
form:

Figure 1. Magma/olivine geometry and boundary conditions. Also shown are the olivine spheres in undeformed and deformed
configurations and the effective plastic strain contour plot over the deformed magma geometry.
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min
Dq

1
2
DqTKDqþ DqT r �rgTk

� 	� �
s:t: rgTDqþ g ¼ 0

(12)

We focus on this problem as follows:
Given r 2 R

n;rr 2 R
n�n (in a sparse format), g 2

R
m where constraints can be topologically ordered,
rg 2 R

m�n (in a sparse format), and the product k �
r2g (in a sparse format), determine Dq and k solving
a ðn�mÞ � ðn�mÞ sparse linear system and a m�m
triangular sparse system with ðn�mÞ right-hand sides.

3. Solution by use of the constraint gradient
null space

If rank½rg� ¼ m, we use a basis for the null space of
rg;Z 2 R

n�ðn�mÞ where columns of Z are basis vectors.
Introducing Y 2 R

n�m such that ½Z j Y� spans R
n, we

partition Dq as the sum of a particular solution Dq̂ and
a term D q�depending on free parameters:

Dq ¼ Dq̂ þ D q� (13)

with Dq̂ ¼ YDq1 and D q�¼ ZDq2. A depiction of this
decomposition is shown in Figure 1. Using the prop-
erty rgZ ¼ 0 and introducing a new matrix
B 2 R

m�n, we obtain the solution [21] in four steps:

1. Determine Dq1 by solving the system BYDq1 ¼ g .
2. Determine Dq2 by solving the sys-

tem ZTKZDq2 ¼ ZTðf � KYDq1Þ.
3. Determine the complete set of

unknowns Dq ¼ YDq1 þ ZDq2.
4. Determine k by solving the constraint equa-

tion YTBTk ¼ YTðf � KDqÞ.

In the finite-element literature, Dq1 is known as a
set of slave degrees-of-freedom and Dq2 as the set of
master degrees-of-freedom. Obtaining matrices Y and
Z is a task that can be accomplished by partitioning
of degrees of freedom corresponding to specific col-
umns of B. Fletcher and Johnson [22] call this direct
elimination. By partitioning (by permutation) B in
two sub-matrices: a nonsingular B1 2 R

m�m and
B2 2 R

m�ðn�mÞ: B ¼ ½B1 j B2� we obtain the funda-
mental basis Z and the matrix Y:

Y ¼ B�11
0

� �
2 R

mþ n�mð Þ½ ��m (14)

Z ¼ �B�11 B2

I

� �
2 R

mþ n�mð Þ½ �� n�mð Þ (15)

The solution for Dq and k arises from the column
permutation of B such that a well-conditioned B1 is
obtained. This is not the sole requirement. Since two

reduced systems are present: m�m BYDq1 ¼ g and
the null-space system ðn�mÞ � ðn�mÞ, both matrices
are sparse and retain some sparsity from the original
problem to take advantage of existing direct or itera-
tive sparse solvers. With the choice for Y (14),
Dq1 ¼ g , but sparsity concerning the result of the
product depends on the specific form of the constraint
gradients. Minimization of fill-in for these problems is
discussed by Benzi et al. [11].

This approach to saddle point solution is known
(cf. [22]) although not in the context of equations of
motion. We further explore this line of solution and
propose an efficient approach:

1. Determine Dq2 by solving the reduced system:

BT
2B
�T
1 K11B�11 B2 � K21B�11 B2 � BT

2B
�T
1 K12 þ K22

� 	
Dq2

¼ f 2�BT
2B
�T
1 f 1 þ BT

2B
�T
1 K11B�11 � K21B�11

� 	
g

(16)

2. Assemble Dq:

Dq ¼
B�11 g � B2Dq2ð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Dq?1
Dq2

8><
>:

9>=
>; (17)

3. Determine k by solving

k ¼ B�T1 f 1�B�T1 K11Dq1�B�T1 K12Dq2 (18)

where B�T1 ¼ ½B�11 �T . Note that, in (17),
Dq?1 ¼ B�11 ðDq1 � B2Dq2Þ. Various alternatives for
solution of this problem are presented by Rees and
Scott [21]. Our choice for this approach emerges from
the fact that, in our applications, B1 can be lower-tri-
angular and sparse, resulting in a sparse Z if the con-
straint gradient matrix B graph is acyclic.

4. Constraint ordering and local
preassignment of pivots

One important conclusion concerning the solution
with the fundamental basis is that the partition of B
(by selection of B1) is the crucial ingredient to obtain
this solution. We therefore focus on the method for
efficiently determining Z with the generality to be
applied in large-scale discretization software. It is
important that Z is sparse so that the result ZTKZ is
also sparse. This issue has been studied by Gilbert and
Heath [23] who focused on the sparsity of the result.
A useful remark in [23] is that, if the QR decompos-
ition is used in B, that is equivalent to a permutation.
An alternative to the method of Gilbert and Heath
was proposed by Coleman and Pothen who achieved
a triangular form for the lower submatrix of B�11 B2.
Alternatively, Gotsman and Toledo [24] used a LU
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factorization with partial pivoting to obtain the basis.
That work is somehow related to ours but in our case
pivots are preassigned by the analyst.

We find a lower-triangular form of B1 (and there-
fore B�11 ) by identifying the pivot order a priori4 and
performing a topological ordering of degrees-of-free-
dom and therefore of constraints (by the a priori piv-
ots) in the matrix B. The directed graph of a
triangular matrix is acyclic.

We start by writing the array g in component form
and select a given i(j) such that Dqi is the pivot vari-
able of the equation rgj � Dq ¼ �gj. First, we select
pivots so that each row of B corresponds to a pivot,
i.e. the ith pivot is the value Bi;1 for i ¼ 1; :::;m. This
is performed by permuting degrees-of-freedom (col-
umns of B). Then we transform B1 to a triangular
form by performing a topological ordering of the m
constraints. Given this ordering, a lower triangular
sparse matrix is produced. In full (dense) format, the
topologically ordered B, Bp has the following form:

Bp ¼ � rg1jrg2

 � ¼ L1jB2½ � (19)

¼
B1;1 0 � � � 0 B1;mþ1 � � � B1;n

B2;1 B2;2 � � � 0 B2;mþ1 � � � B2;n

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Bm;1 Bm;2 � � � Bm;m Bm;mþ1 � � � Bm;n

2
664

3
775
(20)

where both constraint permutations and degree-of-free-
dom permutation of B were performed. We remark that
the dense form for Bp was employed in (20) for repre-
sentation purposes only. We have Y and Z defined as:

Y ¼ L�11
0

� �
(21)

Z ¼ Zt

I

� �
(22)

where Zt is determined by solving the triangular sys-
tem with n – m right-hand sides:

L1Zt ¼ �B2 (23)

We note that (23) involves three sparse matrices
and is not, to the best of our knowledge, a standard
operation in the sparse bibliography, since L1 is sparse
and triangular and Zt is also sparse. In the literature,
(see, e.g. [25]), the solution Zt is dense. In addition, it
is possible to directly solve for Z by changing L1 so
that a ðn�mÞ2 identity matrix appears beneath Zt :

L?1Z ¼ �B2 (24)

which we describe here. The explicit form (21) of Y
is not required in our Algorithm. In summary,
we have:

1. After the determination of Z, we calculate Dq2 by
solving the following reduced system:

ZTKZð ÞDq2 ¼ ZT f � K L�11g
0n�m

n o︷
Dq̂

2
4

3
5

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
f ?2

(25)

2. Then we determine Dq as follows:

Dq ¼ Dq̂ þ ZDq2 (26)

3. Finally, k is calculated by the following equality
(it consists of a sparse triangular solve with dense
right-hand side)

k ¼ L�T1 j0
 �
f � KDqð Þ½ �|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

f ?1

(27)

where L�T1 ¼ ½L�11 �T . Besides permutations and a
specific topological ordering, sparse operations
required in this Algorithm are:

1. Sparse matrix sum rr þ ð�k � r2gÞ.
2. Sparse pre- and postmultiplication ZTKZ with

sparse result.
3. Sparse linear solution ðZTKZÞDq2 ¼ f ?2.
4. Sparse matrix/dense vector multiplication, e.g.

KDq with dense result.
5. Modified sparse triangular solve with multiple

sparse right-hand sides L?1Z ¼ �B2 with
sparse result.

6. Sparse triangular solve L�11 g with dense result.
7. Sparse triangular solve L�T1 f ?1 with dense result.

We use compact sparse row format (CSR) for
sparse representation. Operation 1 is in essence a
standard sparse merge, Operation 2 (sparse linear
solution) can be performed with either direct or itera-
tive solvers. The BiCGStab(2) solver is used here [26].
Operation 3 is a variation on the sparse matrix-matrix
multiplication, not requiring an explicit transpose of
Z. This is discussed here in detail. Operation 4 is a
traditional sparse matrix-vector multiplication.
Operation 5 is not standard and is discussed here.
Operations 6 and 7 are somehow standard, but we
still show the corresponding Algorithms which have
some particularities. Note that, due to topological
ordering, the Lagrange multiplier vector k has a pre-
cise physical meaning, depending on the problem
under study.

4First active column for each row of B is the selected pivot degree-
of-freedom.
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5. Complete algorithm and reference
implementation

With the purpose of avoiding redundancy in each
Newton iteration step, we separate the symbolic from
the numeric calculations. Often, to ensure memory
alignment, two symbolic operations are required
before proceeding to the numeric stage. An example
of this requirement is the sparse triangular solve with
multiple sparse right-hand sides. For guidance, we
introduce the following notation for the nonzero pat-
tern of a given matrix A in CSR form (Fortran 2003
conventions are used):

1. NRA is the number of rows of A.
2. NCA is the number of columns of A, which can

be determined as
NCA ¼ maxLA2½1;IA½NRAþ1��1�½JA½LA��, see below.

3. IA[1:NRA þ 1] is the row start array. Row RA starts
at index IA[RA] and ends at index IA[RA þ 1]�1.

4. JA[1:IA[NRA þ 1]�1] is the active column
number list. Active columns numbers for row
RA are JA[IA[RA]]:::JA[IA[RA þ 1]�1].

5. VA[1:IA[NRA þ 1]�1] stores the active coeffi-
cients of A in row-by-row order.

6. IAT[1:NCA þ 1] is the column start array (or
the row start of AT).

7. JAT[1:IAT[NCA þ 1]�1] is the active row num-
ber list (or the active column list of AT).

8. IJA[1:IAT[NCA þ 1]�1] is the index list for the
coefficients of AT in VA. Given column CA and
the local position KA, which is the (KA�1)th
active row for IAT[CA], we have
VAT[IAT[CA]�1þKA]=VA[IA[JAT[IAT[CA]-
�1þKA]]�1þ IJA[IAT[CA]�1þKA]].
Therefore, if VA exists, dedicated storage for
VAT is not required.

9. IJAT[1:IA[NRA þ 1]�1] is the index list for the
coefficients of A in VAT. Given row RA and the
local position LA, which is the (LA�1)th active col-
umn for IA[RA], we have VA[IA[RA]�1þ
LA]=VAT[IAT[JA[IA[RA]�1þ LA]]�1þ IJAT[I-
A[RA]�1þ LA]]. Therefore, if VAT exists, dedi-
cated storage for VA is not required.

10. Index RA indicates a row of A, as index CA
indicates a column of A.

Since the rows and columns of A represent mem-
bers of certain sets (constraints, degrees-of-freedom,
elements, etc.) and can be unequivocally defined by
the set

GR A½ � ¼ NRA; IA; JAf g (28)

We call this set the graph of A. Using a simplified
version of Fortran 2003-like syntax, we describe the
operations and leave the sparse solution to the reader,
as this aspect is highly dependent on the problem
structure and conditioning. The source code is avail-
able in GitHub, cf. [27].

Using the notation in Table 1, Algorithm 1 deter-
mines the solution to the stated problem. Lines in
Algorithm 1 are the following:

� Lines 2 and 3 calculate K ¼ rr�kr2g .
� Line 7 performs the column permutation and

topological ordering to obtain a lower-triangu-
lar B1.

� Lines 8 and 9 perform the permutation of r and g.
� Line 10 performs the permutation of rows and col-

umns of K.
� Line 11 numerically transposes rg .
� Lines 12 and 13 calculate L?1Z ¼ B2 in trans-

posed form.
� Line 14 performs Z  �Z.
� Line 15 solves L1Dq̂ ¼ g .
� Line 16 calculates KDq̂.
� Line 17–19 calculates f 2 ¼ �r�KDq̂.
� Line 20 calculates f ?2 ¼ ZTf 2.
� Lines 21 and 22 calculate K? ¼ ZTKZ.
� Line 23 solves the problem K?Dq2 ¼ f ?2.
� Line 24 calculates ZDq2.
� Lines 25–27 calculates Dq ¼ Dq̂ þ ZDq2.
� Line 28 calculates KDq.
� Lines 29–31 calculate f ?1 ¼ �r�KDq.
� Lines 32–35 solve L1k ¼ f ?1.
� Lines 36–38 permute r, Dq and k.

The reordering of constraints and degrees-of-free-
dom present in the constraint gradient matrix is
shown in Algorithm 2. It starts with column permuta-
tion so that each row of the matrix B corresponds to
the first active degree-of-freedom, then a topological
ordering is performed and all relevant arrays are

Table 1. Input/output parameters for algorithm 1.
Variable Description

MG Number of constraints
MJ Number of rows and columns of the Jacobian
R Residual values (r)
G Constraint values (g)
IJ Row start array for the Jacobian
JJ Active column numbers for the Jacobian
VJ Coefficients of the Jacobian (rr)
IG Row start array for the constraint gradients
JG Active column numbers for the constraint gradients
VG Coefficients for the constraint gradients (rg)
IG2 Row start array for the constraint Hessians
JG2 Active column numbers for the constraint Hessians
VG2 Coefficients for the constraint Hessians (kr2g)
L Lagrange multipliers (k)
S Solution (Dq)

6 P. AREIAS ET AL.



permuted. The permutation algorithms are exhibited
in Algorithm 3. Finally, the modified topological
ordering Algorithm is shown in 4. This allows a rect-
angular sparse matrix to be ordered, which was not
the case of the original algorithm in [28].

The sparse sum is divided in Algorithms 5 and 6
and the transpose of a sparse relation is shown in 7.
The triple product ZTKZ is divided in 8 (symbolic)
and 9 (numeric). This operation is not standard and
does not consist of two sequential sparse products.

The solution L?X ¼ �b with three sparse matrices
is described in Algorithms 10–12. The complete oper-
ation is nonstandard and therefore we describe in
detail. In 10, the sequence is the following:

� In lines 3–12, we obtain the list of degrees-of-free-
dom reached by each non-zero element of the
right-hand side b. This is performed for each col-
umn of b and therefore of X.

� Line 13 changes IXT from the number of non-
zeros to the starting indices.

� Lines 14–30 fill JXT with the column numbers.

The use of a modified depth-first algorithm (11) is
here centered in marking the reachable degrees-of-
freedom in MK.

Triangular solve and triangular multiplication are
shown in Algorithms 13 and 14. These are relatively
standard, but are shown for completeness.

6. Graph of $r from sum of cliques and
projected Hessians

It is known since the seminal work of Gustavson [29]
that the graph structure of the assembling process in

Finite Element literature can be established by a spe-
cific sparse multiplication of the DOF connectivities:

GR rr½ � ¼ GR EDOFTEDOF½ � (29)

where EDOF is the element-DOF connectivity rela-
tion. Note that rr 6¼ EDOFTEDOF, only the graph is
coincident. The values for rr are obtained from a cli-
que sum (ne elements):

rr½ �ij ¼
Xne
e¼1
rr½ �eij (30)

where the index e identifies the given element and
indices i and j identify the corresponding degrees-of-
freedom (rows and columns of rr) of element e. As
for the term k � r2g , it is a sum of constraint second-
derivative matrices, as follows:

k � r2g

 �

ij ¼
Xm
l¼1

klr2glij (31)

where the two last indices of a given constraint l
Hessian, r2glij, correspond to degrees-of-freedom i
and j. Since both (30) and (31) are sums of clique
graphs (e and l for elements and constraints, respect-
ively), these terms are treated as clique contributions
to the graph of rr. In practice, the terms in (31) are
treated as additional elements.

The symbolic and numeric process of assembling
without search has been described in our previous
work [2] where a different approach was adopted. As
in that work, direct addressing is avoided by use of a
source pointer. The two Algorithms 15 and 16 show
the procedures, making use of previous Algorithms.

The numeric assembling follows the previous strat-
egy, cf. [2] and is omitted here. The complete source
code is available at GitHub [27].

Figure 2. Values of Lagrange multipliers k at the olivine spheres. k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2x þ k2y þ k2z

q
. The deformed configuration is shown.
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7. Application to second-order problems with
time integration

The application of the Algorithm within an implicit
time integrator is straightforward. Using two consecu-
tive time steps tk and tkþ1 and h ¼ tkþ1�tk we use the
Newmark family [30] start by establishing the update
for q and q_:

qkþ1 ¼ qk þ hq_k þ
h2

2
1� 2bð Þq€k þ 2bq€kþ1


 �
(32)

q_kþ1 ¼ q_k þ h 1� cð Þq€k þ cq€kþ1

 �

(33)

where b and c are integrator parameters. Based on con-
sistency with variational integrators [30], we choose b ¼
1
4 and c ¼ 1

2. For these values, inverting the expressions
we obtain the formulas for updated q_and q€:

q_kþ1 ¼ �q_k þ
2 qkþ1 � qkð Þ

h
(34)

q€kþ1 ¼ �q€k�
4q_k
h
þ 4 qkþ1 � qkð Þ

h2
(35)

In the starting procedure (t0 ¼ 0) we obtain the accel-
eration q€0 from the constrained system and a vector
of Lagrange multipliers €k0 corresponding to the con-
straint enforcement:

r€q r�k0 � r€q2g�r€qgT�r€qg0

 � Dq€0

€k0

( )

¼
(
�r q0; _q0; €q0ð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

f

g q0; _q0; €q0ð Þ
)

(36)

Note that, since a total solution for the Lagrange
multipliers is adopted, time-integration is not required
for k. From these relations, we have the following
three constants, cq, c _q, and c€q:

cq ¼ 0
1

k ¼ 0
k>0

�
(37)

c _q ¼
0
2
Dt

k ¼ 0
k>0

(
(38)

c€q ¼
1
4
Dt2

k ¼ 0
k>0

(
(39)

8. Numerical example: creep of basaltic
magma with rigid inclusions of rigid olivine

We use an example with inertia and rate-dependence
to assess the source code (which is available in
GitHub [27]). A basaltic magma using Bingham

rheology is employed. Since olivine has a much higher
yield stress, the representation of four spheres of oliv-
ine inside the magma is based on one of two cases:

Case I where olivine spheres are consid-
ered deformable.

Case II where rigid body constraints are applied to
the olivine spheres, with four master points and four
spheres of slave points.

Figure 2 shows the relevant properties and also the
deformed configurations. The block of magma is sub-
jected only to the self-weight.

For the rigid body constraint, we consider two steps
in sequence: k and kþ 1. For two nodes, a master (m)
and a slave (s), we introduce the notation for the dis-
placements umkþ1 and umk of the master node and uskþ1
and usk of the slave node. The positions (in step k) of
the master/slave nodes are xmk and xsk, respectively. The
rigid body constraint is introduced by the residual as:

rl ¼
�
ðuskþ1 � uskÞ � ðumkþ1 � umk Þ

þ I � R hmkþ1 � hmk
� 	
 �

xsk � xmk
� 	�

l
(40)

where RðDhÞ is the rotation matrix with
Dh ¼ hmkþ1�hmk . In (40), l is the coordinate index. We
use the standard notation and Dh ¼ jjDhjj2. The clas-
sical form of the Rodrigues rotation matrix is the fol-
lowing (software to calculate the rotation matrix and
its first and second derivatives is available in [27]):

R Dhð Þ ¼ I þ sin Dhð Þ
Dh

0 �Dh3 Dh2
Dh3 0 �Dh1
�Dh2 Dh1 0

2
4

3
5þ

2 sin 2 Dh
2

 �
Dh2

�Dh22�Dh23 Dh1Dh2 Dh1Dh3
Dh1Dh2 �Dh21�Dh23 Dh2Dh3
Dh1Dh3 Dh2Dh3 �Dh21�Dh22

2
64

3
75

(41)

Figure 3. Computing clock time for the three meshes and two
cases (deformable and rigid). A desktop with a Intel i5-4690K
cpu with 16 GB of memory is adopted.
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For the magma we use a J2 plasticity formulation
with rate dependence, corresponding to the intended
behavior. Therefore, we have the pressure-deviatoric
split of the stress S:

S ¼ ��pI þ Sd (42)

with Sd is the deviatoric stress and �p is the pressure.
We use the viscosity for Gr�ımsv€otn basaltic magma
[31], focusing on the lower temperature T¼ 1448K:

g ¼ 123:678 Pa:s (43)

The yield function is now given by:

f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2
Sd : Sd

r
�y�g _�ep (44)

where y is the quasi-static yield stress. This yield func-
tion is a variant of the von-Mises [32] and subject to
the same treatment. Specifically, the Algorithm in
page 152 of Simo and Hughes [32] is adopted.
Properties of basaltic magma and olivine are summar-
ized in Table 2 with the corresponding sources.

The savings resulting from the use of a rigid-body
assumption are shown in Figure 3. The ifort-2013
Fortran compiler is used with the -O2 flag in a Intel
i5-4690K cpu with 16GB of memory. A BiCGStab(2)
[26] solver was used. Three meshes are used with
{2681, 15598, 26540} nodes (including masters) and
{13214, 83424, 144247} elements. It can be observed
that for n¼ 79620 (initial degrees-of-freedom), the
nonlinear problem is solved in roughly half the time
with the rigid assumption. Reactions as function of
time are shown in Figure 4. Oscillations due to the
presence of inertial forces are visible, and after dissi-
pation caused by plasticity becomes predominant,
these are attenuated. The displacement of the moni-
tored node is presented in Figure 5.

We conclude that the rigid assumption produces
slightly stiffer results but substantial savings are
achieved with the rigid-body assumption.

9. Conclusions

We created an algorithm and corresponding Fortran
2003 code for efficiently inserting a specific class of
equality constraints in a finite element code. In contrast
with performing the operation by cliques (see [12]) we
here explicitly use complete sparse matrices, with several
new and adapted sparse algorithms. With triangulariza-
tion of the slave sub-matrix, we obtained substantial sav-
ings in computational cost when comparing a rigid-
body approach with the stiff deformable solution. The
source code is available in GitHub [27].

Table 2. Constitutive properties for basaltic magma.
Basaltic magma: mechanical properties obtained from [33]–[35]

Prop. Description Value Units

j Bulk modulus 24:2� 109 Pa
� Poisson coefficient 0.25 –
E Elasticity modulus (¼ 3jð1�2�Þ) 36:3� 109 Pa
g Viscosity [31]. T 2 ½1448; 1623� K exp ð�38þ 62�103

T Þ Pa s
y Initial yield stress (s1 in Chevrel et al. [34]) see also Piombo [36] 3:49� 103 Pa
q Mass density [33] 4500 kg m�3

Olivine: mechanical properties [37]
Prop. Description Value Units
j Bulk modulus 129:4� 109 Pa
� Poisson coefficient 0.249 –
E Elasticity modulus (¼ 3jð1�2�Þ) 195� 109 Pa
q Mass density 3355 kg m�3

Figure 4. Reactions as a function of time for the three meshes
and two olivine cases.

Figure 5. Monitored node displacement as a function of time
for the three meshes and two cases.
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